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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Through the
Looking-Glass is a novel by Lewis Carroll, the sequel to Alice s Adventures in Wonderland. The
themes and settings of Through the Looking-Glass make it a kind of mirror image of Wonderland:
the first book begins outdoors, in the warm month of May, uses frequent changes in size as a plot
device, and draws on the imagery of playing cards; the second opens indoors on a snowy, wintry
night exactly six months later, on 4 November (the day before Guy Fawkes Night), uses frequent
changes in time and spatial directions as a plot device, and draws on the imagery of chess. In it,
there are many mirror themes, including opposites, time running backwards, and so on.
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The ebook is straightforward in read better to fully grasp. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this composed e pdf. I found out this
ebook from my dad and i suggested this pdf to find out.
-- Pr of . Lor ine Gr im es-- Pr of . Lor ine Gr im es

This pdf will not be straightforward to get started on studying but really exciting to read. it absolutely was writtern really perfectly and useful. I am just very
happy to tell you that this is basically the finest publication i actually have study during my personal daily life and may be he finest ebook for ever.
-- Miss La vonne Gr a dy II--  Miss La vonne Gr a dy II
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